ADDRESSING THE ISSUE OF CORPORATE RAIDING IN UKRAINE

Abstract

The phenomenon of “raiding,” i.e., the unlawful establishment of control over the property or governing boards of an enterprise, as well as the seizure of its shares, has been reported in all countries of the world for many decades. This phenomenon has the most dangerous forms in the states with the underdeveloped economy and legal system, particularly in Ukraine. The paper aims to determine the areas for countering and overcoming corporate raiding in Ukraine and to provide proposals for improving the legislative framework for reliable protection against attacks on the enterprises’ property.

The information in the paper, including the geography of raider attacks, indicates a greater vulnerability of enterprises in the most economically developed regions, with extensive transport infrastructure and the prospects for various industries and sectors of the economy development. The state should take some steps to increase the level of enterprises protection against raider attacks. Thus, to improve the quality of preventing and combating corporate raiding, this paper argues the need to develop and adopt the Corporate Property Protection Code of Ukraine. The introduction of the raider attacks register will be an effective measure to warn potential investors and counterparties about the dangers of cooperation with certain companies. The state register should be bilingual (Ukrainian and English) and contain information on the attempts and cases of raider attacks on property and corporate business rights. Also for further innovations in starting a business, Ukraine must pay attention to New Zealand’s and Finland’s experience.
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INTRODUCTION

Almost every country faces the situations with attacks on the property of business entities. Such attacks are called corporate raiding. In some countries, these attacks are clearly defined at the legislative level, while they are not fully defined at others. In terms of legal regulation of raider attacks, the legislation protects the legal rights and interests of both the owners of corporate property and participants (shareholders) who can independently decide how to proceed. It is worth paying attention to the fact that in the majority of the developed countries, raiders attack those enterprises that work inappropriately, i.e., they do not generate income sufficient to ensure continued functioning. In developed states, raider attacks usually have certain borders or “red lines,” and raiders usually adhere to them. States with a developing economy and a legal system that is only being formed most often lack the legislative limits for raider attacks, and the vast majority of participants in economic relations do not have legal and any other culture. In Ukraine, legislation regarding the regulation of raider attacks and their translation into the legal field is being developed. In particular, attempts are being made to adopt a significant number of regulations aimed at enhancing protection against attacks on property and governing boards of business entities.
Raider attacks exist in each country, but the methods and modalities of these attacks are different. The system of protection against attacks on the property of business entities is also different, particularly in terms of the effectiveness of state protection and state support for honest businesspersons. Ukraine is only trying to build a system of effective legislation and economic practice to protect legitimate businesses from raider attacks.

In many countries, raiders function as “orderlies,” i.e., those who help ineffective entities to continue their business by buying shares/property of the enterprise, thereby changing their management. Often the raiders improve the system of work. However, there has been a negative trend in Ukraine regarding raider attacks. The objects of such attacks are exclusively those companies that are competitive in the market, have achieved significant profits, and continue to develop their activities by creating new branches and introducing new technologies. In particular, attacks on the property of agricultural enterprises and business entities that carry out activities in the field of IT services have become frequent in recent years. This situation is unacceptable and requires finding ways to prevent and combat raider attacks. In conjunction with the study of the ways and methods of raider attacks in different countries, as well as the system of protection against them, it is possible to gain useful experience and improve the legislation in their country, which will be aimed at effective counteraction and protection against raider attacks on the property of enterprises.

In this regard, the above topic is relevant for study and analysis of the situation with raider attacks in Ukraine and countering them.

1. THEORETICAL BASIS

A significant number of scientists worldwide study the topic of corporate raiding and counteract this negative phenomenon to increase the security level and effectiveness of mergers and acquisitions of companies and the sale of shares and property of enterprises.

Kireev (2007) notes that at the beginning of the 21st century, the corporate control market faced a new phenomenon: the appearance of different groups that wanted to begin systematic control over assets of other economic actors. Paul (2007) analyzes the role of corporate boards in considerable decline in share value after the purchase announcement. The results of the analysis show that it is less likely to complete value-decreasing bids in companies, which have an independent board, assuming that boards influence the corporate responses to information in stock prices. Köke (2002) analyzes the deciding factor of acquisition and failure for a huge amount of German corporations, separately for public and private corporations. Both of these corporations are more likely to gain or to fail when company is small, leverage is high, performance is poor.

Rochlitz (2014) analyzes the data, including 312 incidents of illegal corporate raiding in the period between 1999 and 2010. His work identifies the change in the regional and sectoral division of raids over time and the increasing participation of state authorities in raider attacks in Russia. Based on the evidence from different regions of Russia, Rochlitz (2017) finds that the result depends on the type of violence. These conclusions are similar to the theory where companies search the protection of the formal economy against physical violence in regions with decentralized predation but hide in the informal economy against predatory state officials and corporate raiders in regions where predation is centralized. Vasyliev and Nimkovych (2016) point out that the right to purchase newly issued shares is an element of protection of shareholders from the dilution of a portfolio of shares in the process of a new issue. The priority of the “old” shareholders over the “new” ones is aimed both at preserving the relative share in the capital of the joint-stock company and serves as an element of anti-raider protection. Novak and Zatvarsukyi (2017) classify and investigates “white,” “gray,” and “black” raiding and its main factors in Ukraine. Exploring the main ways to protect against unfriendly takeovers, he distinguishes between preventive and prompt methods. Shevchuk (2017) examines the list of features of businesses that can make them attractive targets for raider attacks, the main ways they are attacked, and how to counter these attacks. Deutsch, Keil, and Laamanen (2007) examine how the remu-
neration paid for outside directors affects the acquisition behavior of the company. Applying panel data of Standard & Poor's 1500 firms in the period between 1996 and 2002, the authors concluded that stock and stock option pay for outside directors are related in an inverted U-shaped manner to a firm's acquisition rate and that for stock options, this relationship is moderated by board composition. Parnes (2009) considers an unrepeatable motive for corporate acquisitions among troubled companies: willingness to increase the creditworthiness.

Andrushkiv and Maliuta (2016) investigate the economic and property security of businesses, the social and legal prerequisites for raiding, ways to carry out raiding and formulation of a protection strategy, preventing the capture and takeover of raiders. Vashkiv (2016) explores the mechanism of raiding and its spread in the national economy. Demers, Giroux, and Chreim (2003) investigate the methods of top managers how to legitimize change in official announcements. It focuses on the foundations of legitimacy invoked using both Weber’s typology, based on modes of authority, and the conventionalist model, stressing the constitutive frameworks that justify collective action.

Vasylenko (2017) notes that the involvement of law enforcement agencies and judges is an integral part of an unfriendly takeover of a business. Milyavskyi and Korobka (2016) point to the negative impact of raiding on the perception of Ukraine abroad. Yastrubetska (2017) explores the mechanism of raiding and the factors that a raider analyzes before taking over a company.

Lin, Officer, and Zou (2011) study the effect of liability insurance of directors and officers (D&O insurance) on the results of merger and acquisition (M&A) decisions. The evidence supports the theory that the provision of D&O insurance can prompt unintended moral hazard by shielding the directors and officers from the discipline of shareholder litigation (Lin, Officer, & Zou, 2011). Mokiy, Fleychuk, and Datsko (2016) identify the root causes of raiding and the main mechanisms for improving the institutional environment.

These and other researchers offer various ways and mechanisms to improve the procedures for the purchase and sale of shares and property of companies, to combat corporate law violations and attacks on the legitimate activities of all parties to economic relations. However, a significant number of legal relationships related to the protection of economic entities (primarily joint-stock companies) remain outside the scope of attention of researchers and, therefore, require additional scientific exploration.

Corporate raiding is recognized as the main problem to post-Communist economic and political modernization and recently has been more widely available in Ukraine from those in any other identically large and advanced economy (Rojansky, 2014). Corporate raiding – is the stunning thing under which criminals, business rivals, and even state officials visit business offices and force owners or staff to transfer business assets, land, or property (Osipian, 2018).

For more than twenty years, Ukraine has been taking steps to counteract the raider attacks on the property of enterprises by amending the legislation and creating the appropriate agencies to protect business entities against such attacks. Reforms aimed at improving the system of registration of business entities, decentralization, etc. were also implemented in Ukraine. However, raiders continue to attack the assets of business entities, inventing new “formally legal” ways and methods. The factors facilitating the activity of raiders are the absence of legal regulation of this phenomenon and loopholes in the current legislative rules, which enable to avoid prosecution. Åslund (2014) indicates that endemic corruption influences on economics and politics in Ukraine, which is the main threat to the nation.

This study aims to identify ways to counteract and overcome raiding in Ukraine and to provide proposals for improving the legal framework for reliable protection against attacks on corporate property.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Ukraine and some countries of the world, there is a conditional classification of raider attacks: greenmail, white, gray, and black raiding. The above classification is conditional and is not le-
gally enshrined. Official statistics include cases of control of the enterprise or the final takeover of all or large part of its property. Because of this, the scale of raiding in the country looks a bit lower than the actual number. Besides, this phenomenon is often latent because of the blackmail and intimidation of shareholders or property owners. However, statistics in Ukraine look rather threatening. Thus, since 2014, the number of raider attacks has increased, and the number had almost doubled from 234 registered cases in 2014 to 414 cases in 2017. Most often, raider attacks are carried out in Kyiv and Kyiv region. In the last five years, 397 attacks were registered there. Dnipropetrovsk region (133) and Lviv region (104) are ranked second (Kuchuk, 2018). Unfortunately, the situation with raider attacks on enterprises and the seizure of their property does not change for the better over time. Thus, as of June 2019, Kyiv and Kyiv Region are the leaders in the number of raider attacks. Dnipropetrovsk region and Kharkiv region are ranked second. However, this does not mean that one has to accept the situation as a matter of fact and not try to correct it. It may be necessary to carry out an analysis based on geographical indicators. One of the most recent such analyses was conducted as of mid-2015 (Sorokivska, 2014). Comparing the dynamics of raider attacks in the regions of Ukraine (from January 2015 to May 2015), the largest part of the attacks was carried out in the Southeastern area, including 69 attacks over six months, which made up 34.16% of their total number in Ukraine. Comparing the cities where raider attacks were made (from January 2015 to May 2015), the most unfavorable situation is with companies in the Kharkiv region and part of the Luhansk region, which is under the control of the Government of Ukraine – 12 attacks, representing 17.39% by region and 5.94% of the total in Ukraine (Sorokivska, 2014).

If one compares the dynamics of raider attacks in the regions of Ukraine (from January 2015 to May 2015), it can be noted that the least attacks were made in the Crimea – 29 attacks, which is 14.36% of the total number in Ukraine. It should be noted that the Autonomous Republic of Crimea is the so-called “gray area of law” since Ukrainian legislation does not regulate the implementation of any legal actions.

Western regions rank second among regions in terms of raider attacks. It is worth paying attention to the fact that in the Western regions, many people work abroad, and it is simply unprofitable for them to start their business at home. Currently, one of the main business areas in Ukraine is the IT industry. Accordingly, the situation can change dramatically with the ranking of raider attacks, as IT companies are one of the most productive enterprises, and the legislation that should properly protect the business in the field of IT services is being developed. The third place in the ranking in terms of raider attacks by on economic entities belongs to the Central area because Kyiv and related regions have many large enterprises that become the target of raider attacks. Instead, the Southeast area ranks fourth in terms of the number of attacks. This situation is caused by the fact that the Southeast area has the most important industrial enterprises, which are the subject of interest of raiders who may control them without much difficulty.

Comparing cities where raider attacks were made (from January 2015 to May 2015), the most favorable situation was in the economic entities in Ternopil region – only two attacks, which is 5.56% in the region and 0.99% of the total number in Ukraine.

In the Western region, the lowest number of raider attacks was committed in the Ternopil region and Zakarpattia region due to the relatively small number of enterprises in these regions. Lviv, Chernivtsi, and Khmelnytskyi regions are next in the ranking. The situation in the mentioned areas is identical to the Ternopil and Zakarpattia regions since the mentioned areas have a small number of small enterprises. However, today the situation has changed considerably, as the sphere of IT services is developing rapidly, in particular, in the Lviv region. Ivano-Frankivsk, Volyn, and Rivne regions are next in the ranking. It is worth noting that these are the border regions whose residents work at foreign enterprises transferring their money to Ukraine or to their children who start their business here or return and start their business for the money earned. As a result, businesses are more competitive in the market, and their seizure is cost-effective for raiders.
In the Central area and Kyiv from January to May 2015, the most favorable conditions for safe activity were in economic entities in the Sumy region and the most unfavorable in the Kyiv region. In particular, in the Sumy region, from January to May 2015, six attacks were made, which is 8.82% in the region and 2.97% of the total number in Ukraine. Most of the raider attacks on economic entities from January to May 2015 were made in the Kyiv region – 11 attacks, which is 16.18% in the region and 5.45% of the total number in Ukraine.

During the analyzed period, the least number of attacks took place in Sumy, Zhytomyr, and Poltava regions. Kirovohrad and Cherkasy regions have developed food and light industry, mechanical engineering, ferrous and non-ferrous metallurgy, chemical and fuel industry, etc. Therefore, many businesses in these areas are the target of raider attacks. Comparing these areas with other areas of the Central region, it should be noted that perhaps the mentality of the residents is less hostile or fewer people want to commit crimes and engage in illegal business. On the other hand, the location and size of businesses may not attract raiders, which indicates the lowest incidence of attacks on enterprises in these areas of the Central region. The city of Kyiv and the Cherkasy region are in the middle of the ranking. There are many enterprises in the city of Kyiv and the Kyiv Region. The Vinnytsia region, with its significant railway junctions, is next in the ranking of the number of raider attacks. Geographically and logistically advantageous location is attractive to raiders who seize property and governing boards of enterprises in the specified area.

In the Southeastern area, from January to May 2015, the safest conditions of activity were in the entities of the Zaporizhzhia region, and the most dangerous were in the part of the Luhansk region, which is under the control of the Government of Ukraine. In particular, during this time, seven attacks were committed in the Zaporizhzhia region, which is 10.14% in the region and 3.47% of the total number in Ukraine. From January to May 2015, 12 raider attacks were carried out in the part of the Luhansk region controlled by Ukraine, which is 17.39% in the region and 5.94% of the total number in Ukraine.

During the analyzed period, the least number of attacks took place in Sumy, Zhytomyr, and Poltava regions. Kirovohrad and Cherkasy regions have developed food and light industry, mechanical engineering, ferrous and non-ferrous metallurgy, chemical and fuel industry, etc. Therefore, many businesses in these areas are the target of raider attacks. Comparing these areas with other areas of the Central region, it should be noted that perhaps the mentality of the residents is less hostile or fewer people want to commit crimes and engage in illegal business. On the other hand, the location and size of businesses may not attract raiders, which indicates the lowest incidence of attacks on enterprises in these areas of the Central region. The city of Kyiv and the Cherkasy region are in the middle of the ranking. There are many enterprises in the city of Kyiv and the Kyiv Region. The Vinnytsia region, with its significant railway junctions, is next in the ranking of the number of raider attacks. Geographically and logistically advantageous location is attractive to raiders who seize property and governing boards of enterprises in the specified area.

During the analyzed period, the least number of attacks took place in Sumy, Zhytomyr, and Poltava regions. Kirovohrad and Cherkasy regions have developed food and light industry, mechanical engineering, ferrous and non-ferrous metallurgy, chemical and fuel industry, etc. Therefore, many businesses in these areas are the target of raider attacks. Comparing these areas with other areas of the Central region, it should be noted that perhaps the mentality of the residents is less hostile or fewer people want to commit crimes and engage in illegal business. On the other hand, the location and size of businesses may not attract raiders, which indicates the lowest incidence of attacks on enterprises in these areas of the Central region. The city of Kyiv and the Cherkasy region are in the middle of the ranking. There are many enterprises in the city of Kyiv and the Kyiv Region. The Vinnytsia region, with its significant railway junctions, is next in the ranking of the number of raider attacks. Geographically and logistically advantageous location is attractive to raiders who seize property and governing boards of enterprises in the specified area.

In the Southeastern area, from January to May 2015, the safest conditions of activity were in the entities of the Zaporizhzhia region, and the most dangerous were in the part of the Luhansk region, which is under the control of the Government of Ukraine. In particular, during this time, seven attacks were committed in the Zaporizhzhia region, which is 10.14% in the region and 3.47% of the total number in Ukraine. From January to May 2015, 12 raider attacks were carried out in the part of the Luhansk region controlled by Ukraine, which is 17.39% in the region and 5.94% of the total number in Ukraine.

Official data of the Prosecutor General’s Office of Ukraine as of July 2018 confirm the information provided. For clarity and further analysis, they can be grouped as follows (see Table 1):

Table 1. Number of raider attacks in regions and areas of Ukraine from 2013 to 2018

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank in terms of the number of raider attacks</th>
<th>Region of Ukraine</th>
<th>Number of raider attacks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Kyiv and Kyiv region</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Dnipropetrovsk region</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Lviv region</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Odesa region</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Donetsk region</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Zakarpattia region</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Mykolaiv region</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Zhytomyr region</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Kharkiv region</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Kherson region</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Vinnytsia region</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Zaporizhzhia region</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Luhansk region</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Poltava region</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Rivne region</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Cherkasy region</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Kirovohrad region</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Khmelnitskyi region</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Chernivtsi region</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Ivano-Frankivsk region</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Ternopil region</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Chernihiv region</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Autonomous Republic of Crimea</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Volyn region</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Sumy region</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The information provided, including the geography of raider attacks, indicates a greater vulnerability of
enterprises in the most economically developed regions, with extensive transport infrastructure and the prospects for various industries and sectors of the economy development. As for the enterprises themselves, it should be noted that one of the main criteria under which the raider attacks are carried out is the efficiency of the enterprise, the prospects of the industry and its areas of activity and favorable geographical location. This situation indicates the “maturity” of raiders, their comprehensive readiness for attacks because they are first guided by the opportunity to receive income from the activities of the seized enterprises, not the ease and security of the seizure process. According to Osipian (2012), raiding in Russia is predatory, not because raiders hunt for the weakest, bankrupting, failing businesses but because they attack profitable and healthy enterprises, firms in a temporary financial crisis. With respect to the potential target of the attack, the situation does not mean that the company must work ineffectively to hide from the raider. In today's competitive environment, an enterprise can quickly transform this way. Rather, the enterprise must operate as efficiently as possible and receive maximum revenues to provide systematic versatile protection against possible threats and dangers. One of the most effective prevention measures is the organization of quality management, the establishment of a professional legal and information security service, including computer technology, cooperation with the best non-governmental security firms in the region, protection of trade secrets and economically valuable information, etc. Instead, the state should also take some steps to increase the level of protection of enterprises against raider attacks. A possible option is the development and adoption of a new regulatory enactment, such as the Corporate Property Protection Code of Ukraine (CPPCoU). It must state the scientifically sound definition of the term “raiding” and provide the mechanisms for prevention, protection, fight, documentation, and punishment of violators of the provisions of this Code. The new regulation should take into account the preliminary conclusion that raiders are most active in the most economically developed regions and industries. The most trained law enforcement officers should work in these regions.

It should be noted that the state has some positive experience in preventing and countering raiding. Thus, since November 2, 2016, a mandatory notarization of the Articles of Association and signatures of the chairperson, secretary, and participants on the minutes of the meeting was introduced when amending the constituent documents of enterprises. After that, as of March 2017, the number of raider seizures decreased by ten compared to the same period of 2016. However, shortly after the decentralization policy (which is positive), instead of two thousand state registrars, 10,000 independent registrars appeared, some of which did not mind cooperating with the raiders (which is negative). Therefore, in 2017, an anti-record was set in terms of the number of raiding seizures of property, which amounted to 414 cases. This situation is unacceptable for the economy of the state. It is worth noting that investment in the Ukrainian economy depends on the protection of the investee's investment/property. If Ukraine does not take the necessary measures to enhance the protection of property rights, then investors will find it economically unprofitable to invest in economic entities operating in Ukraine, as their property is not adequately protected against the raiders. The new Ukrainian authorities made another attempt to combat raiding in 2019. Thus, on November 2, 2019, the Law of Ukraine “On Amendments to Certain Legislative Acts of Ukraine on the Protection of Property Rights” came into force, which is intended to complicate the relations between potential raiders and dishonest notaries and state registrars (Legislation of Ukraine, 2019, October 23). However, this is only the beginning on the way to ensuring full protection of property and property rights in Ukraine.

The Property Rights Alliance calculates the International Property Rights Index (IPRI) based on three factors: the state of the legal and political environment, material property rights, and intellectual property rights. The index of protection of property rights in Ukraine in the specified ranking from 2015 to 2018 increased from 3.9 to 4.3. Even greater progress can be observed compared to 2017 when, with a score of 3.4, Ukraine ranked 123rd out of 127 countries participating in the. In 2018, according to this combined indicator, Ukraine ranked 110th among 125 member states (Property Rights Alliance, 2018), and by 2019 – 109th out of 129 participating countries. The above indicates the emergence in 2018 of a trend towards gradual improvement in the protection of material and intellectual property rights in Ukraine. However, given the results of 2019, growth is very slow.
Table 2. Place and index of Ukraine in 2015–2019

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Index of Ukraine</th>
<th>Ukraine’s place in the overall ranking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>105th out of 121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>113th out of 124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>123th out of 127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>110th out of 125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>4.433</td>
<td>109th out of 129</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the 2018 IPRI Ranking, it is necessary to monitor the countries that are in the top six and countries that are close to Ukraine in the specified ranking. In particular, Finland was ranked first out of 125 countries with an index of 8.7. The following countries were ranked next to Finland: New Zealand (8.6), Switzerland (8.6), Norway (8.5), Singapore (8.4), and Sweden (8.4). On the other side of the ranking, Cameroon and Nicaragua have the same indicators as Ukraine; Haiti occupies the last place with the indicator 2.7.

The average IPRI in the world increased only by 1.95% to 5.74. Having improved its patent protection and access to loans, Finland swapped places with New Zealand and took the top spot. Actually, the improvement in Finland’s performance in this area has also enabled it to usurp the United States of America and become the world leader in intellectual property rights protection (Property Rights Alliance, 2018). It should be noted that according to the preliminary results of 2019, the three leaders did not change; only Switzerland and New Zealand exchanged places (Property Rights Alliance, 2019).

Finland and New Zealand are those countries that actively use venture capital in various fields of economy and social life (Owen & Mason, 2019). Kander, Taalbi, Oksanen, Sjöö, and Rilla (2019) note that according to data, Finland catches up with and overtakes Sweden in terms of innovation products in the 1990s. On a per capita basis, Finland remains ahead throughout the entire period. The high performance of Finland is largely due to the growth of innovative activity in only a few sectors but is not limited to only a few companies. In other words, Finland has been achieving its economic progress for decades, overcoming the crises of the 1980s and applying innovations in selected, most progressive areas of the economy since the early 1990s. Obviously, it is more convenient for Finnish business to find economic advantages in applying modern technologies than to fall for breaches of the law, in particular, legislation on the protection of the property rights of a competitor or any other enterprise.

New Zealand’s economy is one of the most developed on the planet. The fact is that this country produces natural gas, coal, gold, silver, and other minerals. Kushirenko and Zarudnaya, experts from the Institute of Economics and Forecasting of NAS of Ukraine, state that state authorities in New Zealand do not interfere with the opening of business. Accordingly, it is easy to implement. They also note that it is easy to register property rights. The country has the largest per capita number of small businesses in the world, with no capital gains tax and no payroll tax. For further innovations in starting a business, experts advise Ukraine to pay attention to New Zealand’s experience (Yasynchuk, 2016).

Ukraine tries to study and apply the experience of developed countries, takes steps towards simplification for starting and conducting business, legislative framework (Constitution of Ukraine, Economic Code of Ukraine, special laws and regulations, in particular on investment regulation, corporate relations, etc.) contains rules that define ownership as sacred and provide for its protection by all legal means. However, as has been shown above, the implementation of property rights protection rules, in particular in the economic sphere, is low; according to IPRI, Ukraine has one of the lowest positions in the world. The freedom and ease of registering a business and entering into transactions should not help to attack companies’ property rights.

It would be advisable to incorporate rules of different legislative rules into the CPPCoU for the effective protection of property rights and corporate rights. Some economically developed countries have similar codes and legal issues addressing the attacks on corporate property. Business property owners feel more protected both when doing their business and when selling of their shares in the company. There are several narrow-specialized codified acts in Ukraine. The most recent code is the Bankruptcy Code of Ukraine, which was adopted on October 18, 2018, and entered into
force on October 21, 2019 (Legislation of Ukraine, 2018, October 18). The proposed Code can be developed and adopted by analogy with it. A single codified act will be convenient to use and effective in comprehensively combating attacks on property and corporate governance boards, as well as the corporate rights of their members (shareholders). Today, the situation is opposite, and public authorities are trying to fine-tune the legislation in various areas, which does not produce the right result. Thus, overcoming the problem of raiding is possible in a set of actions for the development and adoption of legislation aimed at protecting the property rights and interests from the raiders and to its effective implementation by all subjects of corporate relations.

The following measures should be taken to counter raider attacks and increase the level of protection economic entities property in Ukraine.

Developing and adopting a comprehensive CPPCoU that will be an effective step towards overcoming and combating corporate raiding. The aforementioned regulatory act should state not only the rules of business turnover and the ways of protecting economic entities from attacks on their property, and stipulate the proper liability without reference to the Criminal Code of Ukraine; should define the concept of raiding and describe all known ways of attacks on the property of economic entities. If this legislative act specifies ways of committing raider attacks, then any attack on the property and management of the corporate entity may be qualified as raider and bring the perpetrators (one person or a group of persons) to liability.

The CPPCoU should establish liability for corruption and assistance to raiders on the part of officials. It is necessary to prescribe the possibility of applying sufficiently severe sanctions to the officials who assist raiders.

To create an official state register of raider attacks on the relevant website of state agencies (for example, on the website of the Prosecutor General’s Office of Ukraine or the website of the Ministry of Justice of Ukraine), and to determine the functioning of the said register in the CPPCoU. However, all information on the website must be duplicated in English for the convenience of foreign investors. This is necessary in order to give adequate protection to those entities that have already been attacked and to businesses that are potential victims of raiders. It is also necessary to indicate in the said register the persons who carry out raider attacks, as often raiding becomes professional and the clients use groups of persons who have already had an experience of committing attacks on property and management boards of the entities. The introduction of these registers will be useful to law enforcement agencies to verify information on the repeated raider attacks.

Despite the existence of relevant legislation in Ukraine, both foreign and national investors are not protected from attacks on their property. Due to this, they do not want to invest their savings in the activities of companies located in the territory of Ukraine. If Ukraine does not ensure the legal protection of the rights and interests of economic entities and its implementation by all participants in market relations, then further investment in its economy may be lost. As a result, the state will be affected because of the reduced number of jobs and a reduced amount of taxes that come to the budgets from entrepreneurs and the taxation of wages. The country, in turn, will lose its working population, which will go abroad in search of new high-paying jobs, will establish their enterprises abroad, where there are favorable conditions for the developing and doing business, favorable investment legislation and protection of investors from raider attacks. Along with the interests of such individuals, this will ensure the implementation of the economic interests of other states.

CONCLUSION

The participation of many civil servants in corruption schemes is a consequence of the current socio-economic situation and the level of salaries in the state. Today, steps are being taken to qualitatively change the apparatus of judges and officials in the structure of prosecuting authorities and the Ministry of Internal Affairs. A completely new body in Ukrainian judicial practice, the Supreme Anticorruption
Court of Ukraine, has been formed and started its work. In general, raiders often cooperate with judges, law enforcement officials, registrars, notaries, prosecutors, and their assistants who make unlawful decisions or fail to adequately protect the rights of attacked businesses. Low salaries are not the main reason for the involvement of officials in cooperation with raiders. The biggest incentive for bureaucrats is their confidence in impunity, which is based on the unprofessional nature of employees of structures that can identify and punish an offender, or the ability to bribe an investigator and (or) a judge. Therefore, an extra reminder of the possibility of liability in conjunction with increasing sanctions will be an effective measure to prevent civil servants from cooperating with raiders. In order to inform Ukrainian and foreign investors and potential counterparties of Ukrainian companies, it would be advisable to launch a state register of raider attacks, which should be bilingual (Ukrainian and English) and contain information on the attempts and cases of raider attacks on property and corporate business rights. Also for further innovations in starting a business, Ukraine must pay attention to New Zealand’s and Finland’s experience.
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